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Dear Red Hill Families,
We hope this letter finds you safe and healthy during this
stressful time. As we all adjust to the changes and
challenges of the pandemic, we are thankful to be part
of such a caring and resilient community. Some
strategies for coping with the stress of these challenges
and continuing to foster resilience include:
•

•

•

•

•

CONTACT INFORMATION
Despite the school closure,
you can still contact Ms. Z or
Ms. Ferrer! We are still here
to support students and
families. Please contact us
via email. If you would
prefer to talk by phone, we
are happy to schedule a
time once we have received
your email. Here is our
contact information:

Create a routine: Having a routine that includes
healthy meals, exercise, and consistent sleep
Ari Zlotnick (Ms. Z), School
times can help us regulate our mood. Consistency
Counselor
and structure can be calming during times of
azlotnick@k12albemarle.org
stress, and kids benefit from knowing what’s
coming next.
Karen Ferrer, School
Be thoughtful about the information you share: Be
Psychologist
clear and truthful about what is going on, but
kferrer@k12albemarle.org
avoid overwhelming children (and yourself) with
unnecessary and worrisome details. Limiting news
and social media exposure can be helpful with this.
Do Feelings Check-ins: Kids might not always volunteer how they are
feeling. Periodically check-in with your child and give them an opportunity to
process any big feelings they might be having.
Practice self-care and self-compassion: Set realistic expectations for
yourself. We are in uncharted territory right now, and you are doing your best in
a difficult situation! Make time to do things that relax you, and keep in mind
that you can’t pour from an empty cup.
Implement some of the healthy coping strategies listed on the following pages of
this letter.

Please don’t hesitate to reach out
if there is anything we can do to
help support your family!
Sincerely,
Ms. Z and Ms. Ferrer

Many local service providers are offering virtual
counseling sessions! One provider, Region Ten, is
accepting new referrals for outpatient counseling,
crisis management, and case management. For
more information, contact Child and Family Services
at 434-972-1800. In the event of a mental health
crisis, you can also contact Region Ten Emergency
Services 24 hours per day, 7 days per week at 434972-1800 or 1-866-694-1605.

For more Mental Health resources go
to the Mental Health tab under
Specialized Instruction and Support
on the Albemarle County Public
Schools At-Home Learning Resources
page (pictured below).

If you have ideas or suggestions for future newsletter
topics, please e-mail Ms. Z or Ms. Ferrer. We would
love to hear from you about what would be helpful

